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Pharmaceutical Pricing and Markets: A European Union 
Enforcer’s Perspective.  
Webinar, 30 June 2020  
 
Interview with Paul Csiszar (EU Commission) 
by Dr. Lisa Cameron (The Brattle Group)* 
 
 

 
 
Paul Csiszar (Director General, European Commission), has been interviewed by Dr. 
Lisa Cameron (Principal, The Brattle Group) in anticipation of the Antitrust in Life 
Sciences webinar, to be held on 30 June 2020. This webinar was originally a 
conference that would take place on 23 March 2020. However, due to the COVID-19 
outbreak, it has been transformed into a webinar.  
 
 
Register for free here. 
 
Dr. Lisa Cameron: In the past few years, we have seen a lot of media coverage on 
increasing prices of pharmaceutical markets, with significant public backlash both in 
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the US and in Europe (e.g., Pharma-Bro Shkreli or the price hikes in Epi-Pens). In 
Europe, these issues are often tackled in a competition framework of excessive pricing, 
with varying degrees of success. US competition law does not allow for this. Is it time for 
a change (both to the EU’s existing method and maybe a US introduction of some way to 
deal with this)? 
 
Paul Csiszar: In the EU, like in most other OECD countries, there are competition law 
provisions that aim to tackle “excessive pricing”, which after closer examination presents a 
number of complex legal and economic issues. In Europe, legal guidance in this field can be 
obtained from the judgments of the European Courts (eg, United Brands and AKKA-LAA 
judgments) and from the Commission’s own infringement (Deutsche Post) and commitment 
decisions (Gazprom, Rambus, Standard & Poor's) provide guidance.   
 
These cases reveal that the competition agencies and courts in Europe often faced very 
different fact patterns in a variety of industries in dealing with “excessive prices” issues. With 
respect to pharmaceutical markets specifically, which are national given the national pricing 
and reimbursement systems that are in place in the European Union, the national competition 
authorities in Italy, the UK and Denmark have recently rendered several decisions finding 
excessive pricing in violation of competition law. These decisions, not surprisingly, all have 
all been appealed, and further guidance from the courts can be expected in this regard. Of 
course, after the conclusion of the Commission’s own Aspen investigation will also provide 
additional guidance to the market. 
 
Given these pending cases, it would appear premature at this point in time to consider 
changing the EU's existing method and its approach to the issue.  Article 102(a) TFEU gives 
us a clear mandate to tackle "unfair prices"; therefore, the question is not “whether” but 
“when” to tackle an allegedly excessive price.  In other words, it is about balancing 
enforcement priorities and the analysis of the underlying facts and circumstances should 
determine whether enforcement action is warranted in a specific case.  For instance, (i) is a 
timely and appropriate regulatory action still possible? (ii) can the market self-regulate? or 
(iii) would incentives to innovate and to invest be significantly stifled (notably in view of the 
high R&D failure rates in pharma).  Only after considering these and other factors together 
can ensure sound and proportionate enforcement of excessive pricing cases in the 
pharmaceutical markets, such as, for example, tackling price gouging practices with off-patent 
niche pharmaceuticals. 
 
In the US, I understand that many believe that charging excessive pricing for pharmaceutical 
products cannot be by itself a violation of US antitrust law.  However, lasting high prices in 
cases of off-patent drugs may be indicative of anti-competitive conducts as well.  We follow 
with great interest the recent litigation initiated by the FTC in this regard and the attempts of 
several US States that enacted legislation prohibiting price gouging and imposing financial 
penalties on drug manufacturers that significantly increase prices over a specified period of 
time.  
 

The practice of parallel trade—in which medicines are purchased in low price countries 
for resale in high price countries—has been the subject of much debate in the EU. What 
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are your views on balancing the goals of facilitating free movement of these medicines 
throughout a single market with the risk of access limitations being imposed on low 
price countries? 

Parallel trade within the European single market also raises many complex legal and 
economic issues in the pharmaceutical sector. It affects the interests of many stakeholders in a 
unique regulatory context.  Notwithstanding the overarching policy objective to foster trade 
and free movement of goods within the EU, and the corresponding general legal prohibition to 
hinder parallel trade within the single market, one can reasonably point to some legitimate 
reasons to limit parallel trade of pharmaceutical products to some degree between Member 
States. 

There could be lawful measures by Member States to channel parallel trade with a view 
toward preventing shortages of essential medicines if those measures fall under the protection 
of the public health exception of Art 36 TFEU, provided they are necessary, proportionate and 
effective. There could be steps taken also by pharmaceutical companies to channel parallel 
trade in furtherance of this objective.  Those measures can be brought in line with EU law 
even by dominant companies protecting their own commercial interests [see, eg, ECJ 
judgment in Lelos (2009)].  The case law of the EU courts is firmly established on parallel 
trade for many years now.  In addition, some Commission guidelines (eg, the Vertical 
Guidelines) also provide additional guidance to companies and the legal community in this 
field. 

Last year, the EC issued a report analyzing pharmaceutical industry competitions 
between 2008 and 2017. The report’s executive summary noted competition enforcement 
in the pharmaceutical sector remains a high priority but also noted that there was a 
clear limit to what could be achieved through competition law alone and that fostering 
and maintaining access to affordably priced medicines would require the combined 
efforts of various stakeholders.  Can you provide further insight into the efforts by other 
stakeholders that the EC may have been envisioning? 

The Commission’s report you referring to is indeed an excellent overview of the European 
competition enforcement history in the sector in the past decade, and I can only recommend 
everybody with interest in the topic to read it.  As I pointed out in the past, in my view the 
existence of lasting “excessive pricing” of off-patent drugs for example can be the sign not 
only of anticompetitive behaviour of private firms but a market and/or regulatory failure as 
well.  More precisely, firms - and not only the pharma sector - sometimes take advantage of 
certain regulatory conditions to foreclose their rivals and increase their market power. A good 
example of this is the second offence set out in the AstraZeneca case (see the 2012 ECJ 
decision), where Europe’s highest court cited with the Commission and ruled that 
AstraZeneca abused its dominant position through its misuse of the pharmaceutical regulatory 
system by selective withdrawal of certain marketing authorisations.  In such cases, whether or 
not competition law tools are used first, often the more effective way to address the problem 
is to improve the regulatory landscape, as it was done in Europe after Commission decided to 
prosecute the AstraZeneca case.  

Here I would mention the Commission’s recent Regulation [2019/933] amending a 
Regulation [469/2009] concerning Supplementary Protection Certificate (SPC) for medicinal 
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products. This amendment concerns SPC manufacturing waivers whereby EU-based 
companies may manufacture a generic or biosimilar version of an SPC-protected medicine 
during the term of the SPC certificate, if done either for the purpose of exporting to a non-EU 
market, or for stock-piling during the final 6 months of the SPC ahead of entry in to the EU 
market. This new amendment removes a competitive disadvantage for EU-based 
manufacturers compared to manufacturers based in non-EU countries (where there is no SPC-
type protection available or enforceable). 

The Commission is also evaluating the legislation on medicines for children and rare diseases 
(Orphan Drugs Regulation).  Given the lack or insufficient level of R&D by the 
pharmaceutical industry for diseases with low patient population, the Commission is assessing 
to which extent the current EU legislation is efficient and effective and it will consider 
whether it is fit for purpose in the light of developments in this area of pharmaceuticals. The 
Commission will look in particular into the impact of the incentives introduced by the 
legislation for research, development and marketing, for these specific medicines. 

 
 
 

 
* The views and opinions expressed in this document do not necessarily represent those of the speakers’ institution 
or clients. 
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Pharmaceutical Pricing and Markets: A United States 
Enforcer’s Perspective.  
Webinar, 30 June 2020  
 
Interview with Noah Joshua Phillips (Federal Trade 
Commission) by Eric Stock (Gibson Dunn)* 
 
 

 

 
 
Noah Joshua Phillips (Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission), has been 
interviewed by Eric Stock (Partner, Gibson Dunn) in anticipation of the Antitrust in 
Life Sciences webinar, to be held on 30 June 2020. This webinar was originally a 
conference that would take place on 23 March 2020. However, due to the COVID-19 
outbreak, it has been transformed into a webinar.  
 
 
Register for free here. 
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Eric Stock: The FTC recently entered into a settlement with Reckitt Benckiser that 
constituted its first enforcement action relating to alleged product hopping.   What did 
you find notable about the conduct that occurred in that case and how does that fit into 
the commission’s theory of liability for product hopping? 
 
Noah Joshua Phillips: The Reckitt settlement is an example of the FTC’s dedication to 
attacking anticompetitive conduct in the health care industry, including the Commission’s 
pioneering work on pay-for-delay settlements, the latest chapter of which being our 
unanimous decision in Impax Laboratories. Like the payment at issue in Impax, the 
anticompetitive conduct by Reckitt was directed at thwarting generic entry and extending the 
branded drug’s monopoly. That remains an ongoing problem in pharmaceutical markets, on 
which we’re focused. 
 
The Reckitt scheme is noteworthy for involving two anticompetitive strategies based on 
unsupported safety claims. First, the “product hop”, in which Reckitt introduced a new oral 
film version of the branded drug and worked to shift patients to this product, based on false 
assertions about safety, before it faced generic competition in the older tablet version. Second, 
Reckitt presented the same unfounded safety claims to the FDA in a citizen petition 
requesting that the agency reject any generic applications for the tablet. Again, the purpose 
was to forestall generic competition and preserve Reckitt’s monopoly. 
 
Product hopping is a practice the FTC will continue to scrutinize, and you also see it getting 
bipartisan attention from lawmakers, like Senators Cornyn and Blumenthal. Watch this space. 
 
The pricing of pharmaceuticals has been a hot button political issue for several years 
now.  Is the Commission’s merger enforcement policy influenced by these concerns? Has 
there been any recent change in the Commission’s views or priorities in connection with 
the review of horizontal mergers in the pharmaceutical industry? 
 
Americans are rightfully concerned about the rising costs of health care, including—but not 
limited to—the price of pharmaceutical drugs. The story behind this trend is a complex one, 
but anticompetitive mergers and conduct are part of the puzzle. Our enforcement work in the 
healthcare industry, which has reshaped the law and continues unabated, helps maintain 
competitive markets for pharmaceuticals, as well as other critical products and services. 
 
One recent change is how we approach divestiture remedies when a firm with a drug on the 
market seeks to merge with a firm that has a competing drug in the pipeline. Although we 
have always placed the burden of ensuring an effective remedy on the merging firms, based 
on our studies of the efficacy of remedies we’ve moved generally to requiring divestiture of 
the on-market drug, rather than the pipeline drug. 
 
We’re also watching carefully the very interesting academic work on “killer acquisitions”, the 
phenomenon of pharmaceutical companies acquiring and discontinuing pipeline drugs that 
would have competed against the acquirer’s products. Protecting potential and nascent 
competition, in general, has long been one of our aims, and we take it seriously. 
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Recently, we sued to block the acquisition of PacBio, an innovative and nascent competitor in 
gene sequencing, by Illumina, the monopolist whose dominance PacBio threatened. Having 
said that, we need to keep in mind that the antitrust laws require us, the enforcers, to prove 
that mergers lessen competition. To do that, we have to (and should have to) prove that the 
facts of the case violate the law. While Americans are understandably concerned about high 
drug prices, it is not enough to block a merger based only on speculation about vaguely 
articulated harms, without reference to any evidence that a merger is likely to bring them 
about. Trying to do so—or pretending we can—is not a recipe either for good policy or a 
viable antitrust case. 
 
The Commission recently released its first new Vertical Merger Guidelines in decades, 
and they include at least one example where the Commission suggests that enforcement 
may be appropriate in connection with a vertical merger in the pharmaceutical 
industry.  Does the Commission frequently see vertical competitive issues arising in the 
pharmaceutical industry and, if so, in what contexts? 

There is broad consensus that the old Vertical Merger Guidelines are outdated and of little 
use, so I approve of this effort by the FTC and DOJ to update and improve them, and I look 
forward to reviewing the public comments and thinking through the issues they raise. 

As for the example you mentioned, I would not read it as singling out pharmaceutical 
markets, because we see vertical integration occurring across the healthcare industry, and in 
many other industries as well. The key competitive concern with vertical mergers is that they 
may allow the combined firm to weaken or remove the competitive constraints it faces by 
raising its rivals’ costs or foreclosing its rivals entirely. At the same time, economic theory 
and empirical evidence indicate that vertical mergers often generate procompetitive benefits 
that factor into the antitrust analysis, for example the elimination of double-marginalization. 
The lower prices that may result can “hurt” rivals in the downstream market, but ultimately 
work to benefit consumers. Any new guidance on vertical mergers should acknowledge the 
procompetitive potential and distinguish situations where competition and consumers are 
harmed from ones where only rivals suffer. 

 
 
 

 
* The views and opinions expressed in this document do not necessarily represent those of the speakers’ institution 
or clients. 
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Do Pharmaceutical Mergers Harm Consumers? 
Webinar, 1 July 2020  
 
Interview with Patricia Danzon (Wharton) 
by George Rozanski (Bates White)* 
 
 

 
 
Prof. Patricia Danzon (Professor of Health Care Management, The Wharton School, 
University of Pennsylvania), has been interviewed by Dr. George Rozanski (Partner, 
Bates White Economic Consulting) in anticipation of the Antitrust in Life Sciences 
webinar, to be held on 1 July 2020. This webinar was originally a conference that 
would take place on 23 March 2020. However, due to the COVID-19 outbreak, it has 
been transformed into a webinar.   
 
Register for free here. 
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Dr. George Rozanski: Market definition: Antitrust agencies and plaintiffs typically 
assess effects on competition by first defining markets. In the case of pharmaceuticals, 
the FTC has defined markets for generic drugs quite narrowly – based on the molecule, 
form, and strength. In the case of drugs that are still on patent, drugs intended to treat 
the same condition and with similar indications may be considered to be in the same 
market, even though they may be differentiated in terms of side effects or in other ways 
that are significant for some patients.  
 
When this is the case, what methods and types of evidence are available to assess the 
extent of substitution between two different drugs, especially given that consumers and 
their doctors may not respond to prices or even be faced with prices?  
 
Should market definition rely on evidence of substitution or steering by agents for 
payers, such as insurance companies and PBMs? 
 
Prof. Patricia Danzon: Market definition for pharmaceuticals is not easy. For generic 
drugs, the narrow definition using molecule, form and strength makes sense, at least for the 
short run, because this defines the scope within which pharmacies can substitute bioequivalent 
generics without seeking permission from the prescribing physician. For drugs that are still on 
patent, a starting point for market definition is drugs that are indicated (FDA-approved or 
potentially approvable) to treat the same medical condition(s). In some cases it may be 
appropriate to also consider other factors that limit substitutability e.g. drugs that have very 
different mechanisms of action or different routes of administration (injection vs. oral) may 
differ systematically in side effects, convenience etc.  
 
However, reliance on actual substitution data is problematic for several reasons. First, 
substitution is typically greater for new patients than for established patients who may be 
reluctant to switch from a drug that is familiar and working for them, so substitutability 
increases with time but this varies across therapeutic categories; second, to the extent that 
patients face prices, these are usually co-payments that are a small fraction of the full price 
and depend on the formulary decisions of their PBMs or insurers, which may only be revised 
annually; third, these formulary decisions made by PBMs are influenced by their own 
financial incentives, in terms of rebates and other margin payments.  
 
These financial incentives or “prices” faced by payers are generally unobservable to analysts. 
Thus structuring an empirical analysis to measure substitution is conceptually complex (which 
decision-makers and which prices) and empirically problematic (unobservability of prices, 
controlling for promotion and other non-price influences on demand ). If one or more of the 
potential competitors has not yet been approved, empirical measurement is not even a 
possibility. 
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Innovation markets: Concerns about pharma mergers sometimes extend to possible 
effects on R&D competition. When they do, an important issue is to identify the 
participants in the market and to assess their competitive significance, in order to 
determine if a proposed merger is likely to have a “substantial” or “significant” effect on 
competition.  Competitors may be identified on the basis of R&D assets, patents, or 
experience in a particular therapeutic category.  
 
What do we know about the specificity of R&D assets, and hence our ability to identify 
which firms are important competitors to innovate a new drug in a therapeutic class, 
especially in early stages of the R&D process?  
 
Has the task of identifying possible sources of innovation become more difficult with the 
advent of new technologies that may allow startup firms to compete effectively, e.g gene 
editing technology? 
 
I do not know of any research that identifies particular assets or experience that predisposes 
particular firms to be consistently important R&D innovators over time. It is certainly true 
that there has been remarkable stability over time in the identity of the top ten pharma-
biopharma firms in terms of sales, and persistence in their dominance in particular therapeutic 
categories, despite some shifting of rankings over time. However, this dominance of sales is 
not associated with dominance in R&D innovation.  
 
Small firms are now estimated to account for roughly 70 percent of new drug approvals at the 
FDA. The technologies underlying these new drugs often originate in academic research labs 
and are then out-licensed to small companies that develop them further, with funding from 
venture capital, private equity, licensing deals with larger companies, IPOs and follow-on 
public funding. Once these small companies have established proof of concept of the new 
drug or technology, they are usually acquired by mid-size or larger companies. The largest 
companies thus maintain their dominance by success in acquisition.  
 
The evidence suggests that most companies tend to grow initially around one or two 
“blockbuster” drugs, but then have great difficulty maintaining innovation from their own 
inhouse labs. Those that continue to survive and grow do so primarily through in-licensing 
and acquisitions. More research is needed to understand why the same firms persist as market 
leaders in terms of acquisitions and sales, despite the declining share of new drugs that 
originate in their labs. 
 
 
Efficiencies: It has been reported that drug development has become slower and much 
more costly in the last couple of decades. There might sometimes be a concern that a 
merger of firms that are competitors in R&D could have adverse effects on the 
development of new drugs by limiting firms’ incentives to innovate, but a merger might 
also have procompetitive effects by reducing the cost of R&D. What has research shown 
about the effects of mergers on R&D productivity?  
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Is there any research that would help us identify mergers that are most likely to lead to 
benefits? How should we think about mergers between new startups focused on new 
research technologies (biotechnology, gene sequencing, gene editing) with larger, 
established firms with complementary skills and assets related to the “D” side of R&D, 
i.e. regulatory process and marketing? 
 
The evidence that R&D has become more costly over the last decade is based on limited, 
biased data that draws solely on the experience of large firms, whose share of new drugs 
originated has declined to about 25% in 2018. Although we lack representative data on R&D 
costs, including the growing role of smaller companies, available data do show a decline in 
the average number of patient-years required for drug approval, which implies a decline in a 
major component of R&D cost. This decline is unsurprising, given the shift to orphan and 
other specialty drugs, as well as significant changes in FDA requirements. 
 
Empirical studies of biopharma mergers do not show evidence of consistent effects of mergers 
on R&D, positive or negative. Although large-scale mergers are often rationalized in part by 
the potential for cost savings, those savings derive mostly from overhead functions, marketing 
and sales, rather than R&D. Difficulties in post-merger integration and loss of top talent are 
often cited as offsets to any potential efficiency gains in R&D from economies of scale or 
scope.  
 
One possible exception is mergers where a larger firm acquires a smaller firm with which it 
already has a licensing agreement on a lead product. In such cases, the merger can reduce 
costs of coordination, monitoring and effort duplication, and reduce financing costs for 
developing the shared product, because the large firm has access to retained earnings. The 
small firm also has few other potential suitors, if its lead product is already partnered with its 
would-be acquiror.  
 
Although there is clearly some potential efficiency gain from putting together complementary 
skills and assets of small and larger firms, there may be other ways to achieve such gains e.g. 
small firms can and do hire personnel who bring experience from larger firms and use outside 
consultants to fill their skill gaps. To the extent that the main force driving outright 
acquisitions is the lower cost of capital enjoyed by larger firms with retained earnings, it may 
be worth considering whether there are social costs to allowing such advantages to drive the 
persistent pattern of acquisition of smaller firms by larger firms in this industry. 
 
 

 
* The views and opinions expressed in this document do not necessarily represent those of the speakers’ institution 
or clients. 
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Dr. Christine Siegwarth Meyer: You have published studies speaking to the usefulness 
of transparency in health care spending and health insurance. In the past few years, 
many policymakers have been floating ideas regarding transparency of pharmaceutical 
pricing, such as including drug list prices in television advertisements. What do you see 
as the economic pros and cons of such policy proposals? 
 
Prof. Martin Gaynor: List prices aren’t very informative, and can even be misleading. I 
don’t think providing list prices is a good idea. If we want consumers to be informed, they 
have to know how much they will pay. That’s going to depend on the specific details of their 
insurance policy. As a consequence, that information really can’t be provided via television 
advertising. Most insurers do have price transparency tools where enrollees can log into a 
secure website and obtain information that’s specific to themselves. However, most people 
don’t use these tools, either because they don’t know about them, they’re too cumbersome to 
use, the information they provide isn’t very helpful, or they don’t have a strong incentive to 
care about prices. This doesn’t mean that transparency can’t work, but at this point we don’t 
seem to have figured out how to make it effective.  

 

As economists, we tend to think of innovation as a positive force, driving economic 
growth and prosperity. However, some have suggested that pharmaceutical firms use the 
illusion of innovation, particularly through the patent system, to reduce rather than 
enhance consumer welfare. In particular, some have focused on instances in which new 
versions of drugs are allegedly not any more effective or safe than the previous version 
but only serve to extend exclusivity and market power. Should we be asking whether a 
product change is “innovative enough” and, if so, what economic framework should be 
used to answer that question? 

On the one hand, we don’t want to have antitrust enforcers deciding what’s an innovation. 
That’s best left to the market. However, some pharmaceutical firms have tried to take 
advantage of the limits of automatic generic substitution to extend exclusivity and market 
power via changes to their products that invalidate automatic generic substitution, but don’t 
amount to true innovation. This is a problem for markets and competition, and antitrust 
enforcers have to be prepared to evaluate these situations and step in where necessary.  
 
Avoiding all intervention on the grounds that any change is an innovation unfortunately opens 
the door to incumbent companies making all kinds of non-substantive changes to their 
products to prevent automatic generic substitution. Alternatively, lawmakers can change the 
laws regarding automatic generic substitution to close this loophole that pharmaceutical 
manufacturers have been exploiting.  

 

As you look to the future, in 2020 and throughout the next decade, what do you see as the 
most pressing issues regarding the availability and affordability of pharmaceuticals in 
the U.S. and how is that tied in with healthcare reform? 
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There is a big push to “control” pharmaceutical prices. Applying a “one size fits all” policy to 
pharmaceutical pricing is likely to cause problems. What’s needed is for policymakers to craft 
policies that are narrowly targeted towards problems, and realize that there are a variety of 
issues, and hence there are multiple policy approaches that are needed. The other key point of 
course, is that impacts on innovation need to be considered in formulating policy (where 
relevant).  

 
 
 
 

 
* The views and opinions expressed in this document do not necessarily represent those of the speakers’ institution 
or clients. 
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Jeffrey Bank: The life sciences industry has long been a focus for many state attorney 
general offices (including New York), federal enforcers, and private plaintiffs.  What 
factors have made the industry ripe for antitrust enforcement from your perspective, 
and do you see that trend continuing? 
 
Elinor R. Hoffmann: The pricing and availability of pharmaceuticals, including life-saving 
pharmaceuticals,  continue to threaten the health and well-being of consumers throughout the 
United States. The Kaiser Family Foundation and JAMA published data last fall that indicated 
that over the past 20 years, US drug spending has increased by 330% compared with a 208% 
increase in total US health expenditures.  And three in ten people surveyed reported they have 
not taken medications as prescribed in the past year because of the cost.  
 
Although these issues have bi-partisan attention, and there are some legislative proposals that 
have been adopted on the state and federal levels, we have long been concerned about 
potentially illegal conduct being at the root of at least some of the problems we see in the 
market. So we’ve brought cases like the litigation alleging generic drug pricefixing, pay for 
delay  (like the Tricor case and the amicus brief we authored in FTC v. Actavis), and 
monopoly maintenance  (like NY v. Actavis and  Suboxone.) We recognize the importance of 
innovation, and the high cost of developing innovative drugs and bringing them to market.  
Nevertheless, competition is the best way to promote innovation while protecting consumers 
and other payors from artificially high pricing.   
 
We intend to continue to be vigilant and we are not afraid of bringing cutting edge cases in 
this sector, as we did in NY v. Actavis. The stakes are high.  
 
Over the last twenty years, some pharmaceutical manufacturers have routinely engaged 
in conduct that courts have found, in certain circumstances, to be anticompetitive.  This 
includes so-called reverse payments, product hopping, restricted distribution systems, 
sham petitions and litigation, exclusive dealing, and more. Do you think these issues 
should be addressed through legislation rather than enforcement or private litigation, 
and why do you think state legislatures and Congress have generally been slow to pass 
such legislation? 
 
It seems pretty clear that both legislation and enforcement should have a role.  For example, 
in 1984 Congress enacted the Hatch Waxman Act creating a quicker approval path for lower 
cost generic drugs.  And at the same time, it extended the patent life for patents relating to 
innovator pharmaceuticals.  The Hatch Waxman Act benefited consumers because in fact, it 
facilitated the launch of many lower cost generic drugs.  But over time, we saw firms 
engaging in conduct that undermined the objectives of that law, gaming  with pay for delay 
schemes, product hopping  and sometimes blatant price-fixing.  So while thoughtful and 
enforceable legislation is critical, so is active enforcement to prevent and punish 
anticompetitive conduct and anticompetitive mergers.  
 
Scholars and antitrust practitioners have written extensively about how some of the 
same conduct undertaken to exclude or delay generic pharmaceuticals could be used to 
exclude or delay biosimilar products.  Given that biosimilar competition has progressed 
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slower than anticipated in the U.S., why do you think there has not been the same pace 
of enforcement actions and private litigation brought in the biologic-biosimilar context 
as there has been in the small molecule-generic context? 

The reasons for the slow development of biosimilar competition are unclear.   Right now, 
biologics, or drugs made from living organisms, comprise close to 40% of prescription drug 
spend, but we are talking about a far smaller universe in volume than traditional chemically 
synthesized pharmaceuticals—biosimilars are about 2% of total prescription volume.    So the 
dollars are clearly huge. On the other hand, it apparently costs far more to develop and launch 
a biosimilar than a traditional generic I don’t know how accurate the numbers are, but there 
does appear to be a significant difference.   

And  there are regulatory issues that affect biologics differently than traditional drugs. For 
example, the Hatch Waxman Act does not generally apply to biologics, and state substitution 
laws are more restrictive with regard to biologics than with regard to  traditional drugs, in the 
sense that there is less opportunity for automatic substitution. Regardless, according to the 
FTC and FDA, biosimilars marketed in the United States typically launched with initial list 
prices 15 to 35 percent lower than the list prices of the reference products,  so there is reason 
to try to insure that biosimilars are not facing anticompetitive impediments. 

Just recently, the  FDA and FTC issued a joint statement promoting competition in markets 
for biologics, referring to the 2010 Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act and 
noting that it was intended to foster competition for biologics, including biosimilars.  The 
BPCI Act created an abbreviated pathway for biological products demonstrated to be 
biosimilar to or interchangeable with an FDA-licensed reference product, similar to what the  
HWA did with regard to traditional brand drugs and generics. 

The FDA/FTC statement indicates that these agencies  are watching the biologics area 
carefully.    And certainly the states, too,  are watching this space and will take appropriate 
action if we have reason to believe a firm is engaging in anticompetitive conduct.   
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